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  *   Thanks go to Katrin Flikschuh and Roger Masterman for excellent advice and helpful suggestions. 
Whenever this chapter refers to a piece of parliamentary legislation or an international treaty, it has 
tried to use the modern  ‘ offi cial ’  version available under   www.legislation.gov.uk  ; yet for older statutes, 
it occasionally uses  ‘ Pickering ’ s Statutes at Large ’  which can be found here:   http://statutes.org.uk/site/
collections/british-and-irish/pickering-statutes-at-large/  .  

 1    House of Lords, Select Committee on the Constitution, English Votes for English Laws (House of 
Lords Paper 61, 2016), para 1.  

 2          B   Hadfi eld   ,  ‘  Devolution, Westminster and the English Question  ’  ( 2005 )     Public Law    286    : 
 ‘ [T]he United Kingdom is both a Union and a unitary state ’ .  

 3    The notion was made popular by      N   MacCormick   ,   Questioning Sovereignty   (  Oxford  ,  OUP ,  1999 )  ; 
and see also:       N   Walker   ,  ‘  Beyond the Unitary Conception of the United Kingdom Constitution ?   ’  ( 2000 )  
   Public Law    384    ; as well as      S   Tierney   ,   Constitutional Law and National Pluralism   (  Oxford  ,  OUP ,  2006 )  .  

 4         K   Wheare   ,   Federal Government   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  1953 )  11   .  

  Introduction :  British  ‘ Federalism ’  ?       

   ROBERT   SCH Ü TZE    *

   I. From England to United Kingdom: 
Internal Structures  

 The United Kingdom is decidedly not a federal State. Centred on one —  sovereign —
 Parliament, its legal structure is that of a unitary State; yet unlike  classic  ‘ unitary ’  
States, it houses not just one but  ‘ four nations ’  within its constitutional borders. 1  
The United Kingdom is therefore sometimes described as a  ‘ union ’ ; 2  or, more 
often, it is characterised as a  ‘ Union State ’ . 3  But if the idea of a Union State is 
quite the same as that of a unitary State, what distinguishes it from the latter; and 
are there characteristics that bring it within the conceptual vicinity of a federal 
state or a federal union ?  The federal principle has remained  ‘ alien ’  to British con-
stitutional thought. According to the perhaps best-known British defi nition of 
constitutional federalism, the principle refers to  ‘ the method of dividing powers 
so that the general and regional governments are each, within a sphere, coordinate 
and independent ’ . 4  

 Can we fi nd instances of such coordination and independence in the consti-
tutional history of what has become the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland ?  And how did the  ‘ United Kingdom ’  come about; what is  ‘ Great 
Britain ’ , and why is only the northern part of Ireland incorporated ?  The  modern 
 ‘ British ’  story begins of course with  ‘ England ’ , whose incorporation of Wales 
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 5    The constitutional status of Wales remained vague until 1535 when Henry VIII clarifi ed it through 
an  ‘ Act of Union ’  which declared that the  ‘ said country or dominion of Wales shall be, stand and con-
tinue for ever from henceforth incorporated, united and annexed to and with this realm of England ’ . 
Wales would henceforth be governed by  ‘ the laws, ordinances and statutes of this realm of England, 
for ever,  and none other laws  ’  (ibid). This constitutional  ‘ annexation ’  would become so  ‘ absolute ’  that in 
1747 a parliamentary statute established the simple rule  ‘ that in acts of parliament the name England 
should be deemed to include Wales ’  (     FM   Maitland   ,   The Constitutional History of England   (  Cambridge  , 
 Cambridge University Press ,  1908 )  330   ).  

 6    The distinction builds on the notion of dual majesty. On the theory of the king ’ s two bodies, see 
the magisterial study by      E   Kantorowicz   ,   The King ’ s Two Bodies   :    A Study in Mediaeval Political Theology   
(  Princeton  ,  Princeton University Press ,  1998 )  .  

 7         BP   Levack   ,   The Formation of the British State   :    England, Scotland and the Union, 1603–1707   
(  Oxford  ,  Clarendon Press ,  1987 )  7   .  

 8         PP   Scott   ,   1707   :    The Union of Scotland and England   (  Edinburgh  ,  Saltire Society ,  1979 )  4   .  
 9    See 1701 Act of Settlement.  

through conquest is formally recognised by two sixteenth-century  ‘ Acts of Union ’ . 5  
The association and integration of Scotland subsequently emerges as a constitu-
tional question in the seventeenth century ( Section A below ). The Irish   ‘ question ’  
would then occupy much of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries ( Section B ). 
Within the twentieth century, fi nally, the processes of incorporation were to be 
complemented by a reverse process of legislative devolution that has created 
 ‘ regional ’  legislatures and governments ( Section C ). This fi rst section wishes to 
offer a short overview of the various  ‘ internal ’  structures resulting from the for-
mation and administration of the United Kingdom. A second section explores, 
by contrast, the  ‘ external ’  structures in the constitutional history of the British 
Empire-turned-Commonwealth. 

   A. Forming the United Kingdom I: The  ‘ Scottish Question ’   

 With the death of Elizabeth I, James VI of Scotland had also become the king of 
England; yet this  ‘ union of the crowns ’  was a  ‘ personal union ’  — not a political 
union. 6  While  ‘ sharing ’  the same executive, the two kingdoms had retained their 
separate parliaments and therewith their distinct statehoods. For contemporaries, 
the  ‘ union of the crowns ’  seemed to have created a political monster: a head with 
two distinct bodies. 7  This  ‘ constitutional problem without precedent ’  demanded 
a solution; 8  but the search for a more  ‘ perfect union ’  between the two States took 
some time. 

 After a hundred years of constitutional crises and uncertainties, no permanent 
solution to the Scottish problem had been found. But worse: with the English 
and the Scottish crown having become vacant by the end of the seventeenth cen-
tury, the loose personal union between the two States became itself endangered. 
To settle the succession, the English Parliament therefore unilaterally decided — in 
1701 — to place the English Crown into the hands of its preferred new monarch. 9  
The Scottish response was the Act of Security 1704, which prohibited any union 
of crowns unless  ‘ there be such conditions of government settled and enacted as 
may secure the honour and sovereignty of this Crown and Kingdom, the freedom, 
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 10    Quoted in Scott, above n 8, 14.  
 11    The Alien Act deprived Scottish denizens of their rights under  Calvin ’ s Case  (and imposed an 

economic embargo on Scottish products). For a copy of the case, see:   http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/
coke-selected-writings-of-sir-edward-coke-vol-i--5  .  

 12    Cf       BP   Levack   ,  ‘  English Law, Scots Law and the Union, 1603–1707  ’   in     A   Harding    (ed),   Law-making 
and law-makers in British history   (  London  ,  Royal Historical Society ,  1980 )  105    .  

 13         J   Hodges   ,   The Rights and Interests of the Two British Monarchies   (  Caledonia Coffee-House  ,  1703 ) 
 2 – 4   .  

 14    ibid, 8. This support for a federal union also came from Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun — perhaps 
 ‘ the ’  Scottish political thinker of the period. In his  State of the Controversy betwixt United and  Separate 
Parliaments  (1706 — reprinted for the Saltire Society by Blackwood Publishing, 1982), we fi nd a 
 passionate plea against an  ‘ incorporating union ’ , which he thought bedevilled by  ‘ many insuperable 
Diffi culties ’  (ibid, 29).  

 15    For a discussion of the long path to this discovery, see:      JR   Tanner   ,   English Constitutional Confl icts 
of the Seventeenth Century, 1693–1689   (  Cambridge  ,  Cambridge University Press ,  1962 )  .  

frequency and power of parliaments, the religion, liberty and trade of the nation 
from English or any foreign infl uence ’ . 10  This Scottish retaliation prompted the 
English Parliament to adopt the  ‘ Alien Act 1705 ’ , 11  which — despite its  threatening 
message — nevertheless proposed to solve the constitutional problem of the 
 succession through a treaty of union between the two States. 

 What legal possibilities to  ‘ consolidate ’  the union between England and Scotland 
were known at the end of the seventeenth century ?  While the idea of a political 
 ‘ union ’  did not have a single meaning, 12  the debate on what kind of union could be 
established quickly produced two rival categories: the  ‘ incorporating union ’  and 
the  ‘ federal union ’ . They were characterised as follows: 

  The Title of an Incorporating Union denotes that Kind, whereby distinct and independ-
ent Kingdoms and Dominions parting with their Distinction, and Independency do so 
unite themselves with another Kingdom, as to be embodied with it, and to become a 
particular Part, Province, or District of the Kingdom with which they do so Unite, being 
subject to the Laws and Government thereof.  …  A Confederate or Federal Union is that, 
whereby Distinct, Free, and Independent Kingdoms, Dominions or States, do unite their 
separate Interests into one common Interest, for the mutual benefi t of both, so far as 
relates to certain Conditions and Articles agreed upon betwixt them, retaining in the 
mean time their several Independencies, National Distinctions, and the different Laws, 
Customs, and Government of each. 13   

 The distinction between  ‘ incorporating union ’  and  ‘ federal union ’  here mapped 
onto the distinction between a  ‘ united ’  State and  ‘ separate ’  States. Various political 
bodies could, by means of incorporation, subject themselves to  one  (new) govern-
ment and henceforth form one state; whereas States in a federal union would retain 
their different governments and therefore  ‘ their several independencies ’ . Scotland 
generally favoured a  ‘ federal ’  union with two independent parliaments, 14  while 
the federal idea was deeply irritating to England. For not only had seventeenth-
century English constitutional theory come to insist that sovereignty could not be 
divided; 15  in political practice, there was no English appetite to  ‘ share ’  power on 
equal terms. The sole constitutional and political option consequently seemed the 
creation of an incorporating union. 
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 16    Parliamentary ratifi cation was the traditional route for both States. The idea of holding a 
 referendum, albeit broached by the Scottish advocates of federal union, was rejected in the Scottish 
Parliament, see:      W   Ferguson   ,   Scotland ’ s Relations with England   (  Edinburgh  ,  John Donald Publishers , 
 1977 )  257   .  

 17    1707 Union Treaty, Art I (emphasis added). Importantly, and unlike Wales, Scotland was not 
 ‘ incorporated ’  into England, but both England and Scotland were equally incorporated into the 
new state. However, for many this formal equality masked a marked political asymmetry, see only: 
     AI   Macinnes   ,   Union and Empire   :    The Making of the United Kingdom   (  Cambridge  ,  Cambridge  University 
Press ,  2007 )   esp 5 as well as 316:  ‘ Scottish representation was less than that for the  counties of Devon 
and Cornwall, a tangible indication that the Union marked the culmination of England ’ s  intrusive 
 hegemony throughout the seventeenth century. ’   

 18    1707 Union Treaty, Art II.  
 19    1707 Union Treaty, Art III. This  ‘ new ’  parliament would be composed of English and Scottish 

commoners and peers. The English numbers would remain the same, while Scotland was entitled to 
forty-fi ve commoners and sixteen peers (ibid, Art XXII). When compared to the English representa-
tion, Scottish representation within the Westminster Parliament here followed a ratio of 12:1 — a ratio 
that signifi cantly overrepresented the English over the Scottish population (ratio 5:1).  

 20    As regard the judicial function, by contrast, Scotland had insisted on the continuance of Scottish 
law. With the exception of laws concerning regulation of trade, customs and excises  ‘ all other laws in 
use within the kingdom of Scotland do, after the Union, and notwithstanding thereof, remain in the 
same force as before (except such as are contrary to or inconsistent with this Treaty) ’  (ibid, Art XVIII). 
Scottish laws that did not violate the Union Treaty retained their legal validity (ibid, Art XXV); yet, they 
would generally be  ‘ alterable by the Parliament of Great Britain ’  and thus be subject to the supremacy 
of the Westminster Parliament. The interpretation of Scottish laws was moreover left in the hands 
of the Scottish judiciary, for the autonomy of the Scottish judiciary was principally guaranteed (ibid, 
Art XIX).  

 21    Levack, above n 7, 198.  

 What was the legal nature of this incorporating union ?  The Union of England 
and Scotland was to be based on an  ‘ international ’  treaty — the  ‘ Articles of Union ’  
that had to be ratifi ed by both States. 16  Once this happened, the two kingdoms of 
England and Scotland would be  ‘ united into  one  kingdom ’ : the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain. 17  This was a new State whose constitutional structure was spelled 
out in Articles II and III of the Union Treaty. Here, the crown was permanently 
united, 18  while the new  ‘ Great Britain ’  would  ‘ be represented by one and the same 
Parliament ’ : the British Parliament. 19  The new Union was therefore more than an 
 ‘ executive ’  union; it was a  ‘ legislative ’  Union. 20  

 But was this legislative union a  ‘ national ’  union that also united the two nations 
of Scotland and England into one  ‘ British ’  people ?  Article IV of the Treaty of 
Union spoke of  ‘ the subjects  of the United Kingdom of Great Britain  ’  but it only 
 guaranteed the  ‘ communication of all other rights, privileges, and advantages 
which do or may belong to the subjects of either kingdom ’ . This principle of 
 ‘ mutual  recognition ’  signalled that the  ‘ incorporating union ’  was only  ‘ the union 
of the two states — not the union of two peoples ’ . 21   

   B. Forming the United Kingdom II: The  ‘ Irish Question ’   

 The status of Ireland within English constitutional law had long remained 
 ambivalent. It was partly clarifi ed in 1542 when Ireland became a  ‘ kingdom ’  whose 
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 22    See Crown of Ireland Act 1542.  
 23    This was confi rmed after the Glorious Revolution, see only:       P   Kelly   ,  ‘  Ireland and the Glorious 

Revolution :  From Kingdom to Colony  ’   in     R   Beddard    (ed),   The Revolutions of 1688   (  Oxford  ,  Clarendon 
Press ,  1991 )  163    .  

 24    For a copy of the case, see above n 11. The case distinguished between kingdoms by  ‘ descent ’  and 
kingdoms by  ‘ conquest ’ ; and while Scotland was considered to belong to the former class, Ireland fell 
into the latter category.  

 25    The famous pamphlet here is      W   Molyneux ’ s     ‘  The Case of Ireland being bound by Acts of Parlia-
ment in England, Stated  ’  ( Dublin ,  1698 )  , which can be found under:   http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/
molyneux-the-case-of-ireland-being-bound-by-acts-of-parliament-in-england-stated  .  

 26    For an extensive discussion of this point, see:       MS   Flaherty   ,  ‘  The Empire Strikes Back:  Annesley 
v Sherlock  and the Triumph of Imperial Parliamentary Supremacy  ’  ( 1987 )  87      Columbia Law Review    593    .  

 27    For a copy of the Act, see:   http://statutes.org.uk/site/the-statutes/eighteenth-century/1719-6-
george-1-5-irish-dependency-act/  .  

 28    ibid.  
 29         W   Blackstone   ,   Commentaries on the Laws of England   (  1765) (editor: TM Cooley  ,  Callaghan ,  1899 ) 

 89 – 90   .  
 30    ibid, 92.  

monarch would formally coincide with the king of England. 22  This union was 
however more than a personal union. For under English constitutional law, 
 Ireland had been conquered and annexed to England. 23  But did its conquered 
 status imply its subordination to the English Parliament ?  According to  Calvin ’ s 
Case , this was indeed so; 24  yet doubts remained until the English Civil War; and 
after the   ‘ Glorious Revolution ’ , the Irish question gained new momentum. 

   i. British Parliamentary Sovereignty: From Colony to Incorporation  

 Following the Glorious Revolution, Ireland began to contest its  ‘ colonial ’  status 
under the English Constitution. Pointing to its  ‘ own ’  legislative and judicial insti-
tutions, one popular argument here asserted that Ireland was solely connected to 
England via an (executive) royal  ‘ union ’ . 25  This view compared Ireland to Scotland 
before the 1707 Union Treaty; and this view was endorsed by the Irish House of 
Lords. 26  

 This interpretation was fi rmly opposed by the British Parliament which 
responded with the 1719 Declaratory Act. 27  The latter declared that the  British 
Parliament  ‘ had, hath and of right ought to have full power and authority to 
make laws and statutes of suffi cient force and validity, to bind the kingdom and 
the  people of Ireland ’ . 28  Under British constitutional law, Ireland was  ‘  a  distinct 
 kingdom , though a dependent subordinate kingdom ’ ; and this meant, with 
regard to  Westminster parliamentary sovereignty, that  ‘ where Ireland is particu-
larly named, or is included under general words, they are bound by such acts of 
 parliament ’ . 29  This British right to  ‘ superiority ’  was seen to derive from  ‘ the right 
of conquest: a right allowed by the law of nations, if not by that of nature ’ . 30  

 This  ‘ Westminster ’  view was however dropped in the aftermath of American 
independence. The Declaratory Act was repealed in 1782; and only a year later the 
British Parliament would recognise that Ireland should be  exclusively   governed 
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 31    In 1782, the Irish Parliament repealed Poynings ’  law; and to remove all doubts that the  ‘ Declara-
tory Act ’  had been repealed, the Westminster Parliament also adopted, in 1783, the Irish Appeals Act 
(Renunciation Act), whose fi rst section stated:  ‘ That the said right claimed by the people of Ireland, to 
be bound only by laws enacted by his Majesty and the parliament of that kingdom, in all cases whatever, 
and to have all actions and suits at law or in equity, which may be instituted in that kingdom, decided 
in his Majesty ’ s courts therein fi nally, and without appeal from thence, shall be, and is hereby declared 
to be established and ascertained for ever, and shall at no time hereafter be questioned or questionable. ’   

 32    For a discussion of this point, see:       J   Livesey   ,  ‘  Free Trade and Empire in the Anglo-Irish Commer-
cial Propositions of 1785  ’  ( 2013 )  52      Journal of British Studies    103    .  

 33          J   Kelly   ,  ‘  The origins of the Act of Union: an examination of unionist opinion in Britain and 
 Ireland, 1650–1800  ’  ( 1987 )  25      Irish Historical Studies    236 at 259    .  

 34    Union with Ireland Act 1800, Art I. That new state was represented by  ‘ one and the same Parlia-
ment, to be stiled the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland ’  (ibid, Art III).  

 35    Maitland, above n 5, 336.  
 36    For an excellent historical account here, see: A O ’ Day,  Irish Home Rule 1867–1921  (Manchester, 

Manchester University Press, 1998). See also  A Jackson ’ s chapter in this volume .  
 37    1921 Anglo-Irish Peace Treaty, Art 1:  ‘ Ireland shall have the same constitutional status in the 

Community of Nations known as the British Empire as the Dominion of Canada, the Commonwealth 
of Australia, the Dominion of New Zealand, and the Union of South Africa, with a Parliament having 
powers to make laws for the peace, order and good government of Ireland and an Executive responsible 
to that parliament, and shall be styled and known as the Irish Free State. ’   ’  .  

by the  Irish  Parliament. 31  This British  ‘ cession ’  transformed Ireland into an 
  ‘ independent ’  and  ‘ coordinate ’  kingdom. Yet this independence was not to last too 
long: after a proposal for a commercial Union between Ireland and Britain had 
failed, 32  Britain quickly pushed for an Anglo-Irish  ‘ Union Treaty ’  that was mod-
elled on the 1707 Union Treaty with Scotland. 33  And in 1800, the British and the 
Irish Parliament indeed  ‘ severally agreed ’  to adopt their respective Acts of Union 
which would see Great Britain and Ireland  ‘ incorporated ’  into a new third State: 
the United Kingdom of  Great Britain and Ireland . 34   

   ii. The Quest for Irish  ‘ Home Rule ’ : Independence and Devolution  

 After the Union with Great Britain, the constitutional status of Ireland was akin to 
that of Scotland; yet in some important respects it also retained a unique position 
within the (new) United Kingdom. 35  

 This unique status came to the fore in the nineteenth century, especially the 
second half of that century, when  ‘ Great Britain ’  and  ‘ Ireland ’  entered a lasting 
and severe political crisis. Ireland had long pressed for  ‘ Home Rule ’  — an early 
form of devolution. 36  Yet the  ‘ Home Rule ’  question remained unresolved until the 
outbreak of the First World War; and after the Great War, the Government of 
 Ireland Act 1920 aimed to solve the problem once and for all. It thereby took the 
dramatic step of — administratively — partitioning Ireland into  ‘ Northern  Ireland ’  
and  ‘ Southern Ireland ’  with both parts granted  ‘ home rule ’  through their respec-
tive regional parliaments. 

 These devolution arrangements however came too late for Southern Ireland. 
Wishing to break free from British rule altogether, a War of Independence led to 
the 1921 Anglo-Irish Peace Treaty that created the  ‘ Irish Free State ’ . Irish inde-
pendence meant  ‘ legislative ’  independence — though it at fi rst accepted  ‘ dominion ’  
status within the British Empire. 37  Independence had thereby been offered to all 
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 38    ibid, Art 12.  
 39    Section 4 of the Government of Ireland Act 1920 gave the Parliament of Northern Ireland the 

 ‘ power to make laws for the peace, order, and good government ’  within its territorial jurisdiction, while 
this power was expressly excluded for certain enumerated  ‘ reserved ’  matters.  

 40    ibid, s 6(2) of the 1920 Act stated:  ‘ Where any Act of the Parliament of Southern Ireland or the 
Parliament of Northern Ireland deals with any matter with respect to which that Parliament has power 
to make laws which is dealt with by any Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom passed after the 
appointed day and extending to the part of Ireland within its jurisdiction, the Act of the Parliament of 
Southern Ireland or the Parliament of Northern Ireland shall be read subject to the Act of the Parlia-
ment of the United Kingdom, and so far as it is repugnant to that Act, but no further, shall be void. ’   

 41    ibid, s 75.  
 42    Northern Ireland Constitution Act 1973, s 4(1).  
 43    ibid, s 7(2).  
 44    See only:      V   Bogdanor   ,   Devolution in the United Kingdom   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  1998 ) 

 166   :  ‘ After the settlement of the Irish problem in 1920–1, devolution disappeared from the British 
political agenda. ’   

 45    For a brief academic discussion of the Report, see:       T   Daintith   ,  ‘  Kilbrandon :  The Ship that 
launched a Thousand Faces  ’  ( 1974 )  37      Modern Law Review    544    .  

of Ireland; yet in light of the political differences between the northern and the 
southern parts, the 1921 Treaty envisaged the possibility of a Northern Irish 
  ‘ opt-out ’ ; 38  and since this opt-out was requested,  ‘ Northern Ireland ’  remained a 
region within the United Kingdom. 

 What was the status of Northern Ireland under the Government of Ireland 
Act 1920 ?  The latter created a  ‘ Parliament ’  for Northern Ireland that was endowed 
with  ‘ legislative powers ’ . 39  The  ‘ Stormont ’  Parliament was however a subordinate 
legislature; 40  and according to section 75 of the Act,  ‘ the supreme authority of the 
Parliament of the United Kingdom ’  had remained  ‘ unaffected and undiminished ’  
over all of Northern Ireland. 41  This devolution-like system was only suspended, 
50 years later, when a confl ict between a  ‘ Unionist ’  majority and a  ‘ nationalist ’  
minority escalated; and the Northern Ireland Constitution Act 1973 replaced 
 ‘ home rule ’  with  ‘ direct rule ’ . Under this arrangement, a Northern Irish  ‘ Assem-
bly ’  continued to exercise legislative powers, 42  but the executive power would be 
 ‘ directly ’  held in the hands of the British cabinet. 43    

   C. Devolving the United Kingdom: The  ‘ English Question ’   

 The constitutional arrangements among its component  ‘ nations ’  had — with the 
exception of the Irish question — hardly been an issue within British political 
debates until the 1970s. 44  Thereafter, devolution questions gradually emerged. 
Discovering a degree of over-centralisation within the United Kingdom, the 1973 
Report of the  ‘ Royal Commission on the Constitution ’  (Kilbrandon Report) 
suggested the establishment of representative institutions within Scotland and 
Wales. 45  Yet despite the passing of the 1978 Scotland and Wales Acts, the legisla-
tively required devolution referendums within Scotland and Wales were lost and 
devolution would thus have to wait for another 20 years. 

 In the wake of  ‘ New Labour ’  ’ s constitutional agenda and following two successful 
referendums in 1997, the Westminster Parliament fi nally adopted a Scotland Act 
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 46    Writing in 2000,      N   Burrows   ,   Devolution   (  London  ,  Sweet  &  Maxwell ,  2000 )  3    has noted that 
 ‘ [t]he most striking feature of the three Acts of Parliament enacted in 1998 is the extent of the 
 differences between the devolution settlements for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland ’ .  

 47    The devolution arrangement for Wales in particular was originally very different. According to 
      R   Brazier   ,  ‘  The Constitution of the United Kingdom  ’  ( 1999 )  58      Cambridge Law Journal    96 at 111      ‘ the 
Welsh Assembly represent[ed] an extension to Wales of local democracy at the expense of the Govern-
ment and Parliament in London, but not so as to affect the place of Wales in the United Kingdom ’ . This 
has changed dramatically after the Wales Act 2006 and especially after the Wales Act 2017. For a discus-
sion of the latter as well as the Scotland Act 2016, see  S Tierney in this volume .  

 48    Scotland Act 1998, s 1(1):  ‘ There shall be a Scottish Parliament. ’   
 49    ibid, s 29(1):  ‘ An Act of the Scottish Parliament is not law so far as any provision of the Act 

is outside the legislative competence of the Parliament. ’  S 29(2) specifi es the situations in which 
the  Parliament will act ultra vires, and here in particular clarifi es the existence of  ‘ reserved matters ’  
(subsection (b)), which are themselves defi ned in Schedule 5 of the Scotland Act 1998.  

 50    ibid, s 28(7):  ‘ This section does not affect the power of the Parliament of the United Kingdom to 
make laws for Scotland. ’  This formulation has been taken to confi rm — like s 75 of the Government of 
Ireland Act 1920 — the supremacy of the Westminster Parliament (Brazier, above n 47).  

 51    This so-called Sewel Convention can — following the Scotland Act 2016 — now be found in s 28(8) 
of the Scotland Act 1998.  

 52    Scotland Act 1998, s 45 (1):  ‘ The First Minister shall be appointed by Her Majesty from among the 
members of the Parliament and shall hold offi ce at Her Majesty ’ s pleasure. ’   

 53    The name derives from the constituency (subsequently renamed) of the Member of Parliament 
that asked the question in 1977.  

 54    House of Lords, English Votes for English Laws House of Lords (above n 1) para 5.  

and a Government of Wales Act in 1998. They were — after the conclusion of the 
 ‘ Good Friday Agreement ’  — joined by a third act: the Northern Ireland Act 1998. 

 Originally, the three  ‘ devolution ’  acts were quite different. 46  These differences 
have however largely disappeared with subsequent amendments. 47  Focusing on 
the Scottish devolution model, four core principles can today be identifi ed. First, 
all devolution acts (re)create representative assemblies or parliaments that are 
endowed with  ‘ legislative ’  powers. 48  Second, all devolved legislative powers are 
limited powers with certain matters  ‘ reserved ’  and within the exclusive compe-
tences of the Westminster Parliament. 49  Third, while devolved powers were for-
mally conceived as shared powers (allowing the Westminster Parliament to act 
within them), 50  a constitutional convention immediately developed according 
to which Westminster  ‘ will not normally legislate with regard to devolved mat-
ters ’  without the consent of the regional parliament. 51  Fourth, and last, the Queen 
remains — of course — the formal head of the devolved executive  ‘ government ’ . 52  

 Today, three of the four nations within the United Kingdom are consequently 
governed by two parliaments — a central and a regional parliament. But what 
about the  ‘ English ’  nation ?  This question has become famous as the  ‘ West Lothian 
question ’ , 53  or simply: the  ‘ English question ’ . 54  It essentially asks to what extent 
the largest nation within the United Kingdom should also enjoy the benefi ts of 
regional representation. For in the absence of an  ‘ English Parliament ’ , the English 
nation is exclusively represented by the (British) Westminster Parliament. 

 In order to mitigate this democratic defi cit, the British government has recently 
introduced the idea of  ‘ English votes for English laws ’  (EVEL). This very  ‘ British ’  
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 55    ibid, para 124.  
 56    ibid, para 68.  
 57    For the recent rejection of an English Parliament as an option, see only: House of Lords, Select 

Committee on the Constitution, The Union and Devolution (HL Paper 149), para 376:  ‘ Given the rela-
tive size of England within the UK, the creation of an English Parliament would introduce a destabiliz-
ing asymmetry of power to the Union. ’  See also MacCormick, above n 3, 194:  ‘ This solution, looking to 
make England one state of a redesigned and fully federal United Kingdom, is in fact the least workable 
of all. ’   

 58         JH   Kettner   ,   The Development of American Citizenship, 1608–1870   (  Chapel Hill  ,  University of 
North Carolina Press ,  1978 )  65   :  ‘ The same common law principles that made subjects of the Scottish 
 postnati  applied equally well to persons born in America. ’   

 59         F   Madden    and    D   Fieldhouse   ,   The Classic Period of the First British Empire, 1689–1783   (  Westport 
CT  ,  Greenwood Press ,  1985 )  xxvii   .  

 60    In 1649 the English Parliament adopted the  ‘ Commonwealth Act ’ , in which it declared that  ‘ the 
people of England,  and of all the dominions and territories thereto belonging , are and shall be, and 
are hereby constituted, made, established, and confi rmed to be a Commonwealth and Free-State, by the 
supreme authority of this nation, the representatives of the people in Parliament ’  (emphasis added).  

 61    The 1696 Navigation Act was clearly built on the idea of parliamentary supremacy. According 
to Madden and Fieldhouse (above n 59, 9), the Act contained the fi rst codifi cation of the principle of 
imperial supremacy over colonial law.  

reform involved a change to the Standing Orders of the House of Commons in 
2015. This — devilishly — complex non-legislative solution represents an uneasy 
compromise, 55  which tries to balance the need for a distinct English voice with 
the desire to not create distinctions among Westminster parliamentarians. 56  The 
compromise found lies in granting a negative  ‘ veto ’  power to English MPs, yet it 
has stopped short of granting the English nation a positive power of legislative 
agenda-setting. In thus denying  ‘ devolution all round ’  through the creation of an 
 ‘ English Parliament ’  led by an  ‘ English executive ’ , 57  the English question continues 
to be unresolved.   

   II. From British Empire to Commonwealth: 
External Structures  

 What was (and is) the constitutional structure of the British Empire and the 
 (British) Commonwealth ?  When English colonists settled outside England, one 
constitutional doctrine travelled with them: as English subjects, they carried with 
them their  ‘ common law ’  rights under English law. 58  And once English colonies 
gradually formed overseas, elective assemblies soon emerged; and after the end 
of the seventeenth-century, these  ‘ regional ’   ‘ parliaments ’  were  ‘ recognised as a 
 normal constituent part of the organisation of a British colony ’ . 59  

 The sovereignty of the British Parliament over the colonies was however less clear. 
A vision of Westminster supremacy had emerged with the  ‘ Commonwealth Act ’  
during the English Civil War; 60  and after the restoration period, 61  the  colonies 
gradually came to be seen as an integral part of the British State. This — unitary —
 legal structure of the (fi rst) British Empire was challenged by the end of the 
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 62    The most famous of these parliamentary statutes were: the Sugar Act (1764) and the Stamp 
Act (1765).  

 63    The  ‘ Stamp Act Congress ’ , while confi rming its allegiance to the King, put forward the constitu-
tional principle of  ‘ no taxation without representation ’ .  

 64    1766 Declaratory Act (emphasis added).  
 65    Blackstone, above n 29, 82:  ‘ Because the legislature, being in truth the sovereign power, is always 

of equal, always of absolute authority; it acknowledges no superior upon earth, which the prior legis-
lature must have been, if its ordinances could bind a subsequent parliament. ’   

 66    In the strong judgment of       AC   McLaughlin   ,  ‘  The Background of American Federalism  ’  ( 1918 )  12   
   American Political Science Review    215 at 221    :  ‘ Men that could not comprehend federalism, who denied 
the possibility of its existence, were incapable of dealing with a crisis of an imperial system in which 
federalism already existed. ’   

 eighteenth century ( Section A below ). The American Revolution and independ-
ence ultimately led to a serious re-conceptualisation of the  ‘ external ’  constitu-
tional structures of the United Kingdom and fi nally led to the idea of the British 
Commonwealth ( Section B ). The latter would, in the twentieth century, compete 
with alternative forms of international organisation, and here in particular: the 
European Union ( Section C ). 

   A. The Fall of the First Empire: The  ‘ American Question ’   

 According to the classic conception of Westminster sovereignty, the British 
 Parliament could legislate for all matters within the colonies — including their 
internal affairs. This view became increasingly contested in the course of the 
 eighteenth century. In the eyes of many colonists, the competence of the British 
Parliament was legally limited to external affairs and therefore should not cover 
internal matters. This  ‘ federal ’  vision came into confl ict with the unitary vision, 
adopted in London, after the Seven Years ’  War. In an attempt to raise revenue from 
the colonies, the Empire had adopted a series of Acts that shock the colonies into 
resistance; 62  and which led to the articulation of a distinctly  ‘ American ’  interpreta-
tion of the imperial constitution. 63  

 In the ensuing constitutional confl ict, the British Parliament uncondition-
ally confi rmed the principle of absolute parliamentary sovereignty. Not only was 
the distinction between  ‘ internal ’  and  ‘ external ’  taxes found to be unconvincing; 
the idea of  ‘ home rule ’  was rejected as having no place within the constitutional 
structure of the Empire. The 1766 Declaratory Act — modelled on its 1719 Irish 
predecessor — thus confi rmed that  ‘ the said Colonies and Plantations in America, 
have been, are, and of right ought to be,  subordinate unto, and dependent upon, 
the Imperial Crown and Parliament of Great Britain  ’  and that the British Parlia-
ment  ‘ had, hath, and of right ought to have,  full power and authority to make laws 
and statutes if suffi cient force and validity to bind the Colonies and the People of 
America, subjects of the Crown of Great Britain, in all cases whatsoever  ’ . 64  The idea 
of parliamentary sovereignty, given its fi rst orthodox expression by Blackstone 
in the year of the Stamp Act, 65  here blocked any federal compromise. 66  And 
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 67    On sovereignty becoming the central problem, see only:      B   Bailyn   ,   The Ideological Origins of the 
American Revolution   (  Cambridge MA  ,  Harvard University Press ,  1967 )  219   .  

 68         CH   McIlwain   ,   The American Revolution   :    A Constitutional Interpretation   (  Clark NJ  ,  The Lawbook 
Exchange ,  2005 )  11   .  

 69    In the words of McIlwain (ibid, 80):  ‘ If Ireland was the closest constitutional parallel to colonial 
America, Scotland was its constitutional ideal[.] ’   

 70         RG   Adams   ,   Political Ideas of the American Revolution   :    Britannic-American Contribution to the 
Problem of Imperial Organisation   (  London  ,  Trinity College Press ,  1922 )  56    (emphasis added).  

 71    Following the Declaration Act, the British Parliament adopted a number of trade measures. One 
of these measures — the  ‘ Tea Act ’  — inspired open rebellion: the Boston Tea Party. Parliament ’ s reply 
were the  ‘ Intolerable Acts ’  of 1774 —  a response that inspired the colonies to coordinate their future 
behaviour in what was to become the  ‘ First Continental Congress ’ .  

 without a theoretical compromise that the Empire could offer, the American 
 colonists soon moved from the narrower constitutional claim of  ‘ no taxation 
without representation ’  to the — dangerous — constitutional question of the locus 
of imperial sovereignty. 67  

 This clash between the  ‘ British ’  and the  ‘ American ’  interpretation of imperial 
sovereignty derived from  ‘ a collision of the older interpretation of the English 
constitution, continuing in America, but superseded after 1689, if not 1649, in 
England, with the post-revolutionary interpretation as held in England. ’  68  Britain 
compared the American colonies to Ireland (before the Union) and considered 
their status to be one of constitutional subordination. The American colonies, on 
the other hand, aspired to the constitutional status of Scotland (before the Union) 
and argued for constitutional coordination under a single monarch. 69  The Empire 
was here seen not as a unitary State but as a quasi-federal Union  ‘ in which the King 
was the executive head of many  co-equal  legislatures in as many  co-equal  political 
communities ’ . 70  This  ‘ Scottish ’  solution was still espoused during the First Conti-
nental Congress, 71  whose Article 4 perhaps best represents the colonial idea of a 
 ‘ federal ’  British Empire. It stated: 

  That the foundation of English liberty, and of all free government, is a right in the people 
to participate in their legislative council: and as the English colonists are not represented, 
and from their local and other circumstances, cannot properly be represented in the 
 British parliament, they are entitled to a free and exclusive power of legislation in their 
several provincial legislatures, where their right of representation can alone be preserved, 
in all cases of taxation and internal polity, subject only to the negative of their sovereign, 
in such manner as has been heretofore used and accustomed: But, from the necessity 
of the case, and a regard to the mutual interest of both countries, we cheerfully consent 
to the operation of such acts of the British parliament, as are bona fi de, restrained to 
the regulation of our external commerce, for the purpose of securing the commercial 
advantages of the whole empire to the mother country, and the commercial benefi ts of 
its respective members; excluding every idea of taxation internal or external, for raising a 
revenue on the subjects, in America, without their consent.  

 The  ‘ American ’  interpretation of the constitutional structure of the British Empire 
is here characterised by four important elements. First, British colonies could not 
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 72    In the famous words of the Declaration, the colonists henceforth considered  ‘ that these United 
Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent States; that they are  absolved from all alle-
giance to the British crown and that all political connection between them and the state of Great Britain is, 
and ought to be, totally dissolved  ’  (emphasis added). For an analysis of how federalism is developed and 
conceived in the United States after independence, see:       R   Sch ü tze   ,  ‘  Federalism as Constitutional Plural-
ism:  “ Letter from America ”   ’   in     M   Avbelj    and    J   Kom á rek    (eds),   Constitutional Pluralism in the European 
Union and Beyond   (  Oxford  ,  Hart ,  2012 ),  185    ; as well as  A Tomkins in this volume .  

 73          J   Ewing   ,  ‘  The Constitution and the Empire :  From Bacon to Blackstone  ’   in     J   Holland Rose    et al 
(eds),   The Cambridge History of the British Empire — Volume I   :    The Old Empire   (  Cambridge  ,  Cambridge 
University Press ,  1929 )  603 at 631    .  

 74    On the contrary, according to      R   Livingston Schuyler   ,   Parliament and the British Empire   
(  New York  ,  Columbia University Press ,  1929 )  198   , as a response to American independence,   ‘ British 
colonial administration became [even] more restrictive ’ , as  ‘ Great Britain was afraid that a liberal 
 colonial policy would result in further secessions from the Empire ’ .  

 75    Earl of Durham, Report on the Affairs of British North America (House of Commons, 1839).  
 76    For a monumental historical analysis here, see:      AB   Keith   ,   Responsible Government in the 

 Dominions   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  1928 )  .  
 77    Livingston Schuyler, above n 74, 201.  

be represented in the British Parliament — a claim that put an end to the idea of 
an  ‘ incorporating union ’  with the colonies. They would therefore — secondly —
 have to be entitled to  ‘ a free and  exclusive  power of legislation ’  over their internal 
affairs, while each colonial legislature would of course — thirdly — acknowledge 
 ‘ the  negative of their sovereign ’ . Fourthly, the colonies would submit to imperial 
legislation that dealt with  ‘  external  commerce ’ , yet, taxation — whether internal or 
external — was out of the question. 

 None of the  ‘ American ’  constitutional demands were accepted; and when the 
Continental Congress met a second time, the War of Independence had already 
started. The Second Congress now recommended the total suppression of royal 
authority within the colonies and issued  ‘ The Unanimous Declaration of the 
 Thirteen United States of America ’ : the Declaration of Independence. 72   

   B. The British Commonwealth: The  ‘ Dominion Question ’   

 If the American question had been a test for  ‘ the capacity of the British constitu-
tion to fulfi l an imperial as well as a national function ’ , 73  it had spectacularly failed. 

 The lessons of this imperial failure were not immediately learnt. 74  Only after 
the publication of the Durham Report did a new — liberal — spirit gradually enter 
imperial government. 75  The Report had famously recommended  ‘ responsible 
government ’  for the remaining North-American British colonies. Starting to take 
hold after 1848, the new principle insisted that the  ‘ regional ’  government within 
each colony should be  ‘ responsible ’  to an existing regional parliament. 76  Akin to 
 ‘ Home Rule ’ , this principle became  ‘ the political cornerstone of the British Com-
monwealth ’ . 77  Yet responsible government was hardly legislative independence; 
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 78    Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865, Art 2:  ‘ Any colonial law which is or shall be in any respect repug-
nant to the provisions of any Act of Parliament extending to the colony to which such law may relate, 
or repugnant to any order or regulation made under authority of such Act of Parliament, or having 
in the colony the force and effect of such Act, shall be read subject to such Act, order, or regulation, 
and shall, to the extent of such repugnancy, but not otherwise, be and remain absolutely void and 
inoperative. ’   

 79    See for example: the British North America Act 1867, Preamble. For a discussion of this point, 
see  P Oliver in this volume .  

 80         I   Jennings   ,   Constitutional Laws of the Commonwealth   (  Oxford  ,  Clarendon Press ,  1952 )  187   .  
 81    British North America Act 1867, ss 91 and 92.  
 82         M   Burgess   ,   The British Tradition of Federalism   (  Madison NJ  ,  Dickson University Press ,  1995 )   

Chs 2 and 3.  
 83    1931 Statute of Westminster, Preamble. According to s 1, the term  ‘ dominion ’  referred to the 

Dominion of Canada, The Commonwealth of Australia, the Dominion of New Zealand, the Union 
of South Africa, the Irish Free State and Newfoundland; and following s 11, the term  ‘ colony ’  could 
henceforth no longer be used to describe these  ‘ dominions ’ .  

 84    ibid, Preamble.  
 85    Two qualifi cations must nonetheless be made. First, many dominions continued to require royal 

consent by the  ‘ British ’  monarchy; and secondly and more importantly:  ‘ constitutional ’  autonomy had 
not yet been given. The two federations — Canada and Australia — consequently insisted that the newly 
granted legislative supremacy should not be allowed to affect their  ‘ constitutional ’  charters, which were 
after all, framed in the form of an act of the British Parliament (see ss 7 and 8 of the 1931 Westminster 
Statute). The Canadian Constitution was only  ‘ repatriated ’  in 1982 via the (British) Canada Act 1982, 
whose second section stated:  ‘ No Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom passed after the Consti-
tution Act 1982 comes into force shall extend to Canada as part of its law. ’   

indeed: the Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865 unquestionably confi rmed the 
supremacy of imperial legislation adopted by the Westminster Parliament. 78  

 A second principle of British  ‘ imperial ’  organisation gradually emerged 
 alongside the idea of  ‘ responsible government ’ : federalism. Beginning with the 
British North America Act 1867, the British Parliament began to adopt various 
 ‘ Union Acts ’  that  ‘ federally united ’  distinct colonies into one  ‘ dominion ’  under the 
Crown. 79  The term  ‘ federal ’  had been deliberately chosen to underline the similar-
ities with the US American Constitution. 80  For as regards the legislative function, 
the powers of the (central) Canadian Parliament and the powers of the (regional) 
provincial legislatures were divided into mutually exclusive spheres. 81  

 Yet despite its willingness to  ‘ export ’  federalism into its  ‘ dominions ’ , a  ‘ federal ’  
British Empire had — long debates notwithstanding — not emerged. 82  A major 
imperial re-conceptualisation took however place after the end of the First World 
War. The 1926 Imperial Conference adopted, after pressure from Ireland, the 
  ‘ Balfour Declaration ’ ; and the latter ultimately led to the most important piece 
of imperial reform of the twentieth century: the 1931 Statute of Westminster. 
The 1931 Statute determined the position of the British  ‘ dominions ’  as auton-
omous communities that formed a  ‘ free association ’  with the United Kingdom 
under the name of  ‘ the British Commonwealth of Nations ’ . 83  While  ‘ united by a 
common allegiance to the Crown ’ , 84  all legislative matters were henceforth within 
the  ‘ internal ’  sovereignty of each dominion. 85  The Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865 
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 86    1931 Statute of Westminster, s 2(2).  
 87    For a die-hard Diceyan interpretation of the 1931 Westminster Statute, see however      AB   Keith   , 

  The Governments of the British Empire   (  London  ,  Macmillan ,  1936 )  34 – 35   :  ‘ Under the statute no 
attempt is made to renounce the legislative supremacy of the United Kingdom Parliament  …  It must 
be noted that the restriction of authority thus laid down as a constitutional principle, though it could 
not operate as a renunciation of legislative power, would be effective as a rule of interpretation. ’   

 88    There are currently 52 Commonwealth Countries.  
 89    These are today: the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands.  
 90    The 14 British Overseas Territories are: Akrotiri and Dhekelia; Anguilla; Bermuda; British 

 Antarctic Territory; British Indian Ocean Territory; British Virgin Islands; Cayman Islands; Falkland 
Islands; Gibraltar; Montserrat; Pitcairn Islands; Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha; South 
Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands; Turks and Caicos Islands.  

 91    See Charter of the Commonwealth (  http://thecommonwealth.org/our-charter  ), Preamble —
 Second Indent.  

 92    Following the 1931 Westminster Statute, a Republic could not be part of the British Common-
wealth; yet ever since the 1949 (London) Commonwealth Declaration allowed India to remain within 
the Commonwealth, an allegiance to the Crown is no longer required.  

 93    On the US American policy of isolationism until World War I, see:      GC   Herring   ,   From Colony to 
Superpower   :    US Foreign Relations since 1776   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  2011 )  .  

was repealed and the principle of legislative supremacy was inverted. 86  With the 
supremacy of  ‘ dominion ’  legislation established, Westminster legislation consti-
tuted henceforth only subsidiary and subordinate legislation. The Westminster 
Parliament had  ‘ ceded ’  its  ‘ supremacy ’ . 87  

 What is the constitutional structure of the  ‘ Commonwealth ’  today ?  After a 
 process of  ‘ decolonisation ’ , British constitutional law today distinguishes between 
 ‘ Commonwealth Countries ’ , 88   ‘ British Crown Dependencies ’ , 89  and  ‘ British 
 Overseas Territories ’ . 90  Crown dependencies are self-governing possessions of the 
Crown, which do formally not constitute a part of the United Kingdom.  British 
overseas territories are, as an  ‘ imperial ’  heritage, under the sovereignty and within 
the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom. Commonwealth countries, fi nally, are 
independent States that, together with the United Kingdom, form the  ‘ Com-
monwealth of Nations ’ . This  ‘ new ’  Commonwealth is an international organisa-
tion that constitutes  ‘ a voluntary association of independent and equal sovereign 
states, each responsible for its own policies ’ . 91  And having dropped the obligatory 
adherence to the British monarchy as a distinctive qualifying element, 92  its  central 
connecting factor is a shared — imperial — history and common interests; even 
if vestiges of the imperial architecture remain in the jurisdiction of the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council.  

   C.  British Commonwealth or European Union: The  ‘ European 
Question ’   

 While it might have been viable for States to isolate themselves from international 
politics in the nineteenth century, 93  the  ‘ globalisation ’  of warfare and the economic 
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 94    For this point see Art 2(1) UN Charter:  ‘ The Organization is based on the principle of the 
 sovereign equality of all its Members. ’  For an analysis of the UN and the place of the United Kingdom 
within the organisation, see  the chapter by N White in this volume .  

 95    For a discussion of this point, see the chapter by  R Masterman in this volume .  
 96         P   Pescatore   ,   The Law of Integration   :    Emergence of a new Phenomenon in International Relations, 

based on the Experience of the European Communities   (  Leiden  ,  Sijthoff ,  1974 )  .  
 97       Case 6/64,    Costa v ENEL    (1964) ECR 585 at 593   .  
 98    For an excellent general account, see:      S   George   ,   An Awkward Partner   :    Britain in the European 

Community   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  1994 )   Ch 1. See also especially the  chapters by J Murkens 
and S Douglas-Scott in this volume .  

 99    This had been done by Sir Winston Churchill in Zurich on 19 September 1946. The speech can 
be listened to here:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ln4SRnt4VE0  .  

 100    For the classical analyses, see      G   St J Barclay   ,   Commonwealth or Europe   (  Brisbane  ,  University 
of Queensland Press ,  1970 )  ; as well as:      M   Camps   ,   Britain and the European Community: 1955–1963   
(  Princeton  ,  Princeton University Press ,  1964 )   esp 48:  ‘ It was generally accepted uncritically and as an 
article of faith that the United Kingdom should not join a supranational organization and could not 
join a customs union, partly because of its arrangements with the Commonwealth and partly because 
the British, like the Six, were always very conscious of the pressure towards political union inherent in 
a customs union. ’   

crisis in the fi rst half of the twentieth century had shown this to be impossible — even 
for the British Empire. The post-1945 world was an  international  world — a world 
of  collective  security systems and  collective  trade agreements. 

 Two alternative approaches to the problem of international  ‘ cooperation ’  
thereby developed: universal cooperation and regional integration. The  ‘ universal ’  
approach — seen at work in the creation of the 1945 United Nations and the 1947 
GATT — was based on the belief that  ‘ security ’  and  ‘ trade ’  had become global prob-
lems; yet formally, both international organisations continued to acknowledge the 
 ‘ sovereign equality ’  of its Member States. 94  A second — European — approach, by 
contrast, tried to go further. Post-war Europe thus saw the establishment of the 
 ‘ Council of Europe ’  and the conclusion of the European Convention on Human 
Rights (ECHR), whose  ‘ supranational ’  adjudicatory system would allow individu-
als to directly apply to a European Court. 95  

 However, the main illustration of European  ‘ supranationalism ’  would be the 
European Union. From the very start, the European Union differed from ordi-
nary international coordination in two essential ways. 96  Not only could the Union 
adopt secondary law that was to be  ‘ directly applicable ’  in the national legal orders; 
it also envisaged that this adoption could go against the sovereign veto of a single 
Member State. The European Union would indeed have  ‘ real powers stemming 
from a limitation of sovereignty or a transfer of powers from the States ’ . 97  

 The British relationship to this — federal — European Union was  ‘ awkward ’  from 
the start. 98  For even if a distinguished British hero had commended the  ‘ United 
States of Europe ’ , 99  when it came to joining the fi rst supranational project the 
 British simply would not have it. British thinking still followed a  ‘ three circles ’  
logic in which Europe simply ranked last; and when it thus came to choosing 
between the British Commonwealth and the 1957 European Economic Commu-
nity, the British favoured the former over the latter. 100  To nevertheless contain the 
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 101    The creation of EFTA may have also followed more sinister motives. For it was secretly hoped to 
dissolve the (supranational) common market in an (intergovernmental) free trade area  ‘ like a lump of 
sugar in an English cup of tea ’ . I am grateful to Anne Deighton for having pointed me to this  ‘ British ’  
treasure.  

 102    European Union (Notifi cation of Withdrawal) Act 2017.  
 103    The offi cial Art 50 letter can be found under:   https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/

prime-ministers-letter-to-donald-tusk-triggering-article-50  .  
 104    I am of course paraphrasing the famous Pufendorf characterisation for the old  ‘ German Empire ’ .  

consequences of this choice against the  ‘ common market ’ , the British government 
swiftly suggested the creation of a  ‘ European Free Trade Association (EFTA). The 
1960 Stockholm Convention created EFTA, which — unlike the Community com-
mon market — would allow Britain to retain its imperial preference system. 101  
But in an extraordinary act of pragmatic re-orientation, British membership in 
the European common market nevertheless became a priority in the 1960s; and in 
1972, the British Accession Treaty was concluded. 

 Ever since, the relationship between the United Kingdom and the European 
Union has remained complex. Fundamentally opposed to the idea of a  ‘ federal ’  
Europe, the United Kingdom has consistently favoured an ever-wider over an 
ever-deeper European Union; and while the British government has traditionally 
supported the liberalisation of the common market, it has been deeply  critical 
towards European market  regulation . Its critical attitude towards transfers of 
 legislative powers to the European Union has found numerous expressions in a 
wide range of  ‘ opt-outs ’  and the persistent blocking of all efforts to move towards 
a closer political union. 

 This  ‘ British ’  unease to be part of a federal union of European states was given 
its strongest expression in 2016, when a British referendum on Union membership 
opted to withdraw from the European Union altogether. 102  Triggering the  ‘ seces-
sion ’  procedure via Article 50 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU), the reason 
for leaving the Union, offered by the British Prime Minister, was the wish of the 
British people to restore  ‘ national self-determination ’  and to again become a fully 
sovereign State in the international sphere. 103    

   III. Sovereignty and Federalism: Uneasy Relationships  

 How to best characterise the constitutional structures within and without the 
United Kingdom ?  First and foremost, one is forced to admit this: while based on 
the — seemingly — simple idea of parliamentary sovereignty, nothing is simple in 
the legal relationships between the four nations within the United Kingdom; nor 
are the external relationships between the United Kingdom and its crown depend-
encies and overseas territories much easier to understand (Figure 1). Far from 
being a regular nation State, the United Kingdom constitutes an  ‘ irregular body 
resembling a monster ’ . 104   
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 105    Burgess, above n 82, 186.  
 106         AV   Dicey   ,   Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution   (  Carmel IN  ,  Liberty Fund , 

 1982 )  3   .  
 107         K   Wheare   ,   Federal Government   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  1953 )  11   .  

      

Figure 1: British (Inter)national Relations

      Secondly, despite the co-existence of diverse political communities, the idea of a 
federal union has been persistently rejected — both in the internal and the external 
sphere. The reason for the categorical suppression of federal thought lies in  ‘ the 
most durable and damaging concept ’  of British legal and political thought: the 
concept of sovereignty. 105  The obsession with sovereignty — parliamentary sov-
ereignty — has indeed blocked the development of all  ‘ normative ’  constitutional 
concepts within the United Kingdom, including that of constitutional federalism. 
Proud not to impose any legal limits on Parliament, the latter is revered as an 
 ‘ absolutely sovereign legislature ’  that has  ‘ the right to make or unmake any law 
whatever; and, further, that no person or body is recognised by the law of England 
[!] as having the right to override or set aside the legislation of Parliament ’ . 106  

 This absolutist conception of — legal — parliamentary power simply cannot 
envisage a constitutional division of powers  ‘ so that the general and regional gov-
ernments are each, within a sphere, coordinate and independent ’ . 107  The absolute 
supremacy of the Westminster Parliament, as a legal doctrine, leaves no room for 
 ‘ federal ’  limitations on the competence of the British Parliament, whether they 
derive from the 1707 Union Treaty or the 1957 Rome Treaty. All law — whether 
internal or external — must be subordinate to the will of the British Parliament; 
and this fi nal section takes a closer look at the legal and political dimension of this 
view before introducing the various contributions to this volume. 
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 108    1707 Union Treaty, Art XXV:  ‘ That all Laws and Statutes in either Kingdom, so far as they are 
contrary to, or inconsistent with the Terms of these Articles, or any of them, shall, from and after the 
Union cease and become void and shall be so declared to be, by the respective Parliaments of the said 
Kingdoms. ’   

 109    ibid, Art XVIII (emphasis added).  
 110         D   Defoe   ,   History of the Union between England and Scotland   (  Stockdale  ,  1786 )  246    (emphasis 

added).  
 111    Blackstone, above n 29, 88:  ‘ That the two kingdoms are now so inseparably united, that nothing 

can ever disunite them again, except the mutual consent of both, or the successful resistance of either, 
upon apprehending an infringement of those points which, when they were separate and independ-
ent nations, it was mutually stipulated should be  ‘ fundamental and essential conditions of the union. ’   

   A.  Parliamentary Sovereignty and Federalism I: The Legal 
Dimension  

   i. De-constitutionalising the Union I: The 1707 Union Treaty  

 How could a  ‘ Union State ’  that was formed on the basis of two  ‘ Union Treaties ’  
come to see its  ‘ constituting ’  treaties as  ‘ ordinary ’  legislation ?  

 An excellent illustration of this process of  ‘ de-constitutionalisation ’  is the evolu-
tion of the 1707 Union Treaty between England and Scotland. The Treaty, it will 
be recalled,  ‘ incorporated ’  England and Scotland into a new kingdom; and while 
leaving the English and Scottish legal orders generally intact, it established the 
supremacy of the newly established Westminster Parliament. 108  And yet: the 1707 
Union Treaty had made an express distinction between alterable and unalterable 
rights and decreed  ‘ that the Laws which concern publick Right, Policy, and Civil 
Government, maybe made the same throughout the whole United Kingdom;  but 
that no Alteration be made in Laws which concern private Right, except for evident 
Utility of the Subjects within Scotland . ’  109  What was the status of this entrench-
ment ?  For Daniel Dafoe, the answer was clear: 

  Since, as nothing is more plain than that the articles of the treaty, and consequently the 
great heads mentioned in the above address, cannot be touched by the Parliament of 
Britain; and that the moment they attempt it, they dissolve their own Constitution; so 
it is a Union upon no other terms, and is expressly stipulated what shall, and what shall 
not be alterable by the subsequent Parliaments.  And as the Parliaments of Britain are 
founded, not upon the original right of the people, as the separate Parliaments of England 
and  Scotland were before, but upon the treaty which is prior to the said Parliament, and 
consequently superior; so, for that reason it cannot have power to alter its own foundation, 
or act against the power which formed it, since all constituted power is subordinate, and 
inferior to the power constituting.  110   

 Traces of this  ‘ constitutional ’  interpretation could still be found, 50 years later, 
in the writings of Blackstone. The great English legal commentator also gener-
ally accepted that infringements of a  ‘ fundamental and essential condition of the 
union ’  would dissolve the Union, 111  yet a major qualifi cation was already added: 

  It may justly be doubted whether even such an infringement (though a manifest breach 
of good faith, unless done upon the most pressing necessity) would of itself dissolve 
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 112    ibid, 88.  
 113    Dicey, above n 106, 21 – 22 and 78.  
 114    ibid.  
 115          TB   Smith   ,  ‘  The Union of 1707 as Fundamental law  ’  ( 1957 )     Public Law    110    .  
 116    Maitland, above n 5, 332.  
 117        MacCormick v Lord Advocate  ,  1953 SC   396 at 411   :  ‘ The principle of the unlimited sovereignty 

of Parliament is a distinctively English principle which has no counterpart in Scottish constitutional 
law. It derives its origin from Coke and Blackstone, and was widely popularised during the nineteenth 
century by Bagehot and Dicey, the latter having stated the doctrine in its classic form in his Law of the 
Constitution. Considering that the Union legislation extinguished the Parliaments of Scotland and 
England and replaced them by a new Parliament, I have diffi culty in seeing why it should have been 
supposed that the new Parliament of Great Britain must inherit all the peculiar characteristics of the 
English Parliament but none of the Scottish Parliament, as if all that happened in 1707 was that Scot-
tish representatives were admitted to the Parliament of England. That is not what was done. ’  For excel-
lent academic discussions of this Scottish perspective, see especially Smith, above n 115; as well as       JDB  
 Mitchell   ,  ‘  Sovereignty of Parliament — Yet Again  ’  ( 1963 )  79      Law Quarterly Review    196    ; and much later: 
      E   Wicks   ,  ‘  A New Constitution for a New State ?  The 1707 Union of England and Scotland  ’  ( 2001 )  117   
   Law Quarterly Review    109    .  

the union: for the bare idea of a state, without a power somewhere vested to alter every 
part of its laws, is the height of political absurdity. The truth seems to be, that in such an 
incorporate union (which is well distinguished by a very learned prelate from a foederate 
alliance, where such an infringement would certainly rescind the compact) the two con-
tracting states are totally annihilated, without any power of a revival; and a third arises 
from their conjunction, in which all the rights of sovereignty, and particularly that of 
legislation, must of necessity reside. 112   

 120 years later, the Blackstonian doubt had become a Diceyan certainty. For in the 
most infl uential textbook of twentieth century British constitutional law, we now 
read as follows: 

  That Parliaments have more than once intended and endeavoured to pass Acts which 
should tie the hands of their successors is certain, but the endeavour has always ended in 
failure. Of statutes intended to arrest the possible course of future legislation, the most 
noteworthy are the Acts which embody the treaties of Union with Scotland and Ireland. 
The legislators who passed these Acts assuredly intended to give to certain portions of 
them more than the ordinary effect of statutes. Yet the history of legislation in respect 
of these very Acts affords the strongest proof of the futility inherent in every attempt 
of one sovereign legislature to restrain the action of another equally sovereign body  …  
The one fundamental dogma of English [!] constitutional law is the absolute legislative 
sovereignty or despotism of the King in Parliament. But this dogma is incompatible with 
the existence of a fundamental compact, the provisions of which control every authority 
existing under the constitution. 113   

 The legal foundation of the Union between England and Scotland is here seen 
in the (English) Act of Union that — as Dicey famously claims — has the same 
legal status as the (British)  ‘ Dentists Act, 1878 ’ . 114  This argument however simply 
assumed that the British Parliament was built on the English (!) constitutional 
ideal of a sovereign parliament. 115  This was not a matter of logic; but only a few 
decades later, the Diceyan experience had become  ‘ the established doctrine ’ . 116  This 
 ‘ English ’  conception of  ‘ British ’  constitutional law has been — weakly — challenged 
by a  ‘ Scottish ’  conception within the second half of the twentieth century; 117  yet no 
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 118    Ironically, the Scotland Act 1998 itself recognised the dis-entrenched nature of the 1707 Union 
in its s 37, which states (emphasis added):  ‘ The Union with Scotland Act 1706 and the Union with 
England Act 1707 have effect subject to this Act. ’   

 119         R   Sch ü tze   ,   European Union Law   (  Cambridge  ,  Cambridge University Press ,  2015 )   Chs 3 and 4.  
 120    1972 European Communities Act, s 2(1). For special provisions with regard to the Northern 

Ireland Parliament, see s 2(5), and with regard to a  ‘ law passed by the legislature of any of the Channel 
Islands or of the Isle of Man, or a colonial law (within the 1865 c. 63 meaning of the Colonial Laws 
Validity Act 1865) passed or made for Gibraltar ’ , see s 2(6) of the Act.  

 121         E   Wicks   ,   The Evolution of a Constitution   :    Eight Key Moments in British Constitutional History   
(  Oxford  ,  Hart ,  2006 )  145   .  

 122    European Union Act 2011, s 18.  

legal revisionism has ever taken hold of Scotland ’ s normative outlook and the bet-
ter view now holds that she has tacitly  ‘ consented ’  to the organic dis-entrenchment 
of the 1707 Union Treaty. 118   

   ii. De-constitutionalising the Union II: The European Union  

 The British denial of any  ‘ internal ’  legal limitations imposed on the British Parlia-
ment is complemented by the rejection of all  ‘ external ’  limitations imposed on 
the United Kingdom. The most extreme illustration of this  ‘ sovereignism ’  surfaced 
in the context of the European Union. For despite the  ‘ federal ’  doctrines of direct 
effect and supremacy — already well-established in European Union law when the 
United Kingdom joined the European Union, 119  the traditional position of the 
British Parliament has always been that it is the British Parliament that stands 
supreme behind every European norm. The European Communities Act 1972 
thus stated: 

  All such rights, powers, liabilities, obligations and restrictions from time to time created 
or arising by or under the Treaties, and all such remedies and procedures from time to 
time provided for by or under the Treaties, as in accordance with the Treaties are with-
out further enactment to be given legal effect or used in the United Kingdom shall be 
recognised and available in law, and be enforced, allowed and followed accordingly[.] 120   

 Instead of conceiving European law as an  ‘ autonomous ’  legal order that directly 
applied within the United Kingdom  qua  membership of the European Union, 
the 1972 Act established the view that European law was derivative and subor-
dinate to British legislation. The provision was consequently seen as  ‘ a missed 
opportunity to declare positively the fundamental nature of the constitutional 
change wrought by the Act ’ ; 121  and the  ‘ national ’  view was subsequently reinforced 
by the (British) European Union Act 2011 that unambiguously states: 

  Directly applicable or directly effective EU law (that is, the rights, powers, liabilities, obli-
gations, restrictions, remedies and procedures referred to in section 2(1) of the  European 
Communities Act 1972) falls to be recognised and available in law in the United  Kingdom 
only by virtue of that Act or where it is required to be recognised and available in law by 
virtue of any other Act. 122   
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 123         J   Murkens   ,   Contested constitutional concepts: state, constitution, sovereignty in Germany and 
the United Kingdom, and the European challenge   ( unpublished EUI thesis ),  293    (with reference to 
     Macarthys v Smith   ( 1979 )  3 All ER 325   ).  

 124          P   Craig   ,  ‘  Sovereignty of the United Kingdom Parliament after Factortame  ’  ( 1991 )  11      YEL    221 
at 251    .  

 125    For the view that  Factortame  represented a legal revolution, see:       HWR   Wade   ,  ‘  Sovereignty —
 Revolution or Evolution ?   ’  ( 1996 )  112      Law Quarterly Review    568    . For a specifi cally  ‘ federal ’  interpreta-
tion, see      A   Tomkins   ,   Public Law   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  2003 )  118   :  ‘ Since 1 January 1973 
there have been two legal systems operating in this country, not one, and the doctrine of the legislative 
supremacy of statute is a doctrine known to only one of these two systems. ’   

 126        Thoburn v Sunderland City Council   ( 2003 )  QB 151   ; as well as     R (HS2 Action Alliance Ltd) 
v Secretary of State for Transport   ( 2914 )  UKSC 3   . Especially on the latter decision, see:       P   Craig   ,  ‘  Con-
stitutionalising Constitutional Law :  HS2  ’  ( 2014 )     Public Law    373    . In     R (on the application of Miller and 
another) (Respondents) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union (Appellant)  , ( 2017 )  UKSC 
5   , the Supreme Court has now — ironically at the moment of leaving the European Union — come to 
accept the  ‘ autonomous ’  and  ‘ independent ’  nature of European Union law.  

 127    For a recent invocation of Dicey, see:  Miller  (above n 126), esp para 43:  ‘ Parliamentary sover-
eignty is a fundamental principle of the UK constitution  …  It was famously summarised by Professor 
Dicey as meaning that Parliament has  “ the right to make or unmake any law whatsoever; and further, 
no person or body is recognised by the law as having a right to override or set aside the legislation of 
Parliament ” . ’   

 This national  ‘ sovereignist ’  perspective has, in the past, led to enormous judicial 
acrobatics — some have called it  ‘ judicial hypocrisy ’  — to explain away Supreme 
Court judgments that simply contradict the Diceyan view that an earlier Parlia-
ment could not bind its successors. 123  The high mark of this concerted effort  ‘ to 
preserve the formal veneer of Diceyan orthodoxy while undermining its sub-
stance ’  is  Factortame No 2 . 124  The (then) House of Lords here impliedly repealed 
the doctrine of implied repeal; but instead of embracing the federal idea that par-
liamentary sovereignty had been limited  qua  EU membership, 125  the offi cial view 
continued to insist that absolute — British — supremacy remains untouched. For 
instead of locating the supremacy of (earlier) European law over (later) Westmin-
ster legislation in the European legal order, the British view came to locate it in 
the (English) common law by introducing a distinction between  ‘ ordinary ’  and 
 ‘ constitutional ’  statutes. 126  This clearly un-Diceyan approach formally preserves 
the supremacy of British over European law by paying homage to the sovereignty 
of the Westminster Parliament. 127    

   B.  Parliamentary Sovereignty and Federalism II: The Political 
Dimension  

 The British conception of legal sovereignty as belonging to the legislature con-
trasts with the American and  ‘ European ’  conception according to which legal sov-
ereignty cannot pertain to a constituted power. The British confl ation between 
what is  ‘ constituent ’  and what is  ‘ constituted ’  has thereby blocked all normative 
conceptions of constitutional law as  ‘ prior ’  or  ‘ above ’  ordinary government and 
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 128    For Wheare ’ s legal defi nition of federalism, see text to above n 4.  
 129    Dicey, above n 106, 33.  
 130    For the classic  ‘ legalist ’  perspective, see only:      K   Bradley    and    K   Ewing   ,   Constitutional and Admin-

istrative Law   (  London  ,  Longman ,  2010 )  40 – 41    (emphasis added)):  ‘ Devolution is  not  a term of art in 
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 131         V   Bogdanor   ,   Devolution in the United Kingdom   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  1998 )  287   .  
 132    ibid, 288.  
 133    Burrows, above n 46, 182:  ‘ It is probably true to say that the Scottish Parliament, in whatever 

form it may take in the future, is now a permanent feature of the Scottish constitutional landscape. 
It is unthinkable that there will not be a Scottish Parliament. ’   

 134    The latter has introduced a new s 63 A, which states:  ‘ The Scottish Parliament and the Scottish 
Government are a permanent part of the United Kingdom ’ s constitutional arrangements.  …  In view of 
that commitment it is declared that the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Government are not to be 
abolished except on the basis of a decision of the people of Scotland voting in a referendum. ’   

in which the power of the legislature is  ‘ constitutionally ’  limited. And without a 
legal or normative conception of a  ‘ constitution ’ , there simply cannot be any legal 
conception of federalism as a system of  ‘ constitutionally ’  limited government. 128  

 Yet what about the political dimension of federalism ?  After all, such a concep-
tion might well align itself to the British idea of a  political  constitution; and the 
distinction between legal and political sovereignty is indeed equally well known in 
British constitutional thought. The distinction contrasts legal theory with political 
reality and accepts that, politically, the Westminster Parliament is  ‘ nothing like an 
omnipotent body ’ . Not only are powers  ‘ practically limited in more ways than one ’ , 
but as Dicey further explains: 

  A sovereign may wish to do many things which he either cannot do at all or can do only 
at great risk of serious resistance, and it is on many accounts worth observation that the 
exact point at which the  external limitation begins to operate , that is, the point at which 
subjects will offer serious or insuperable resistance to the commands of a ruler whom 
they generally obey, is never fi xed with precision. It would be rash of the Imperial [!] 
Parliament to abolish the Scotch Law Courts, and assimilate the law of Scotland to that 
of England. But no one can feel sure at what point Scotch resistance to such a change 
would become serious. 129   

 The Scottish  ‘ resistance ’  to any formal or substantive amendment to the 1707 
Union Treaty had, as we saw above, been minimal; yet the idea that there are politi-
cal  limitations  imposed on Westminster sovereignty — strongly — resurfaced in the 
aftermath of British devolution. A sociological perspective here criticises legal 
theory for ignoring a  political  reality in which the (re-)creation of the  Scottish 
 Parliament marks a new  ‘ constitutional ’  beginning. 130  Devolution, seen in this 
light, represents  ‘ the start of a new song ’  in which  ‘ the United Kingdom is becom-
ing a union of nations, each with its own identity and institutions ’ . 131  And even 
if the Scottish Parliament is deemed legally subordinate, politically  ‘ it will be any-
thing but subordinate ’ . 132  For if the British Parliament were ever to try to abolish 
the Scottish Parliament, the chance of political resistance would be  ‘ real ’ ; 133  and 
this political reality has now been legally recognised in the Scotland Act 2016. 134  
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 136         HLA   Hart   ,   The Concept of Law   (  Oxford  ,  Clarendon Press ,  1997 )  , esp Ch 4:  ‘ Sovereign and 
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 By allowing for distinct parliamentary representation, devolution has indeed 
reinforced the national identity of (at least) two nations within the United 
 Kingdom. The political loyalty of British citizens, who are subject to two legisla-
tures, may thus gradually be divided; and to quote Dicey one last time: 

  True of course it is that if in one State two persons, or two bodies, each are considered 
to be in a strict sense sovereign, i.e. each to have power of legislating on every topic 
whatever, a logical contradiction may lead to constant confl ict. But the further dogma of 
Austinian jurists that in very State there must of necessity exist some absolutely sovereign 
power is not in fact true. If, as may often happen, the citizens of one State habitually obey 
one sovereign (e.g. the Pope) on one class of matters, e.g. matters of religious doctrine, 
but also habitually obey another person (e.g. the King) on another class of matters, e.g. 
political matters, there may well exist for an infi nite time a system which may properly be 
called one of divided sovereignty. Such was in fact the state of things in Scotland under 
the Constitution of 1603[.] 135   

 This socio-psychological understanding of the relationship between  ‘ sovereign ’  
and  ‘ subject ’  was, half a century later, developed by HLA Hart. 136  Yet the best 
conceptualisation of this divided loyalty, and its identifi cation with compound —
 federal — orders, has come from the pen of C Schmitt. 137  Writing against the back-
drop of the German Empire and the (federal) Weimar Republic, Schmitt identifi ed 
the essence of a federal order with the co-existence of  ‘ two kinds of  political  bod-
ies ’  that  ‘ must remain  coordinate  in order for the federal union to remain alive ’ . 138  
Unlike unitary states, every citizen within a compound union will thus  ‘ feel ’  part of 
two political orders simultaneously; and the divided loyalty engendered will trans-
late into an  ‘ existential ’  equilibrium in which political sovereignty is  ‘ suspended ’ . 139  

 Following this line of thought, a federal union is best identifi ed — to use a 
physics metaphor — as a political  ‘ molecule ’ . Combining various  ‘ atoms of sover-
eignty ’  into a broader structure, federal unions coordinate diverse political units 
into a political entity within which the units are sharing common institutions 
and in which the question of internal  ‘ sovereignty ’  has no longer any meaning-
ful solution. (And while a federal union may, like any molecule, eventually fuse 
into a single unit or disintegrate into many, this will only happen in the excep-
tional situation of an  ‘ existential ’  crisis. Sovereignty theories are concerned with 
these crisis exceptions, whereas federal theories concentrate on the normative 
rule.) Political federalism here means the — normal — political co-existence of 
two  legislatures and the ordinary co-obedience of citizens to two political bodies 
within a union.  
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 140    Bogdanor, above n 131, 291:  ‘ It is in constitutional theory alone that the supremacy of  Parliament 
is preserved. For power devolved, far from being power retained, will be power transferred; and it 
will not be possible to recover that power except under pathological circumstances, such as those 
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 141         W   Livingston   ,   Federalism and Constitutional Change   (  Oxford  ,  Clarendon Press ,  1956 )  1 – 2   .  
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dum without (!) the permission of the Westminster Parliament.  
 143    Case 6/64,  Costa v ENEL , above n 97, 593 – 94 (emphasis added).  
 144    Sch ü tze, above n 119, 127 et seq.  

   C.  Sharing Sovereignty within and without Great Britain: 
Our Contributions  

 A political understanding of federalism may portray the United Kingdom as a 
federation  ‘ in normal times ’ , while — still — a unitary state  ‘ in crisis times ’ . 140  
And indeed, from a  ‘ political ’  point of view, many of the  ‘ legal ’  phenomena within 
the history of the United Kingdom can fruitfully be seen through a federal lens. 
Political federalism may thus be found behind the descriptive term  ‘ devolution ’ , 
while Britain ’ s  ‘ imperial ’  relationships also assume a federal colour. This broader —
 sociological — defi nition of federalism prioritises  ‘ political ’  practice over  ‘ legal ’  
theory in that it accepts that a State  ‘ may possess a unitary set of institutions and 
employ them as though they were federal in nature ’ . 141  

 However, even from a legal perspective some relationships within and  without 
the United Kingdom are potentially  ‘ federal ’  in nature. For while there is no politi-
cal body inside the United Kingdom that formally contests the absolute legal 
authority of the Westminster Parliament, 142  the European Union has certainly 
challenged the idea of national supremacy from without. In the words of the 
 European Court of Justice: 

  By contrast with ordinary international treaties, the E[U] Treaty has created its own legal 
system which, on the entry into force of the Treaty, became an integral part of the legal 
systems of the Member States and which their courts are bound to apply  …   The integra-
tion into the laws of each Member State of provisions which derive from the [Union], and 
more generally the terms and the spirit of the Treaty, make it impossible for the States, as a 
corollary, to accord precedence to a unilateral and subsequent measure over a legal system 
accepted by them on a basis of reciprocity. Such a measure cannot therefore be inconsistent 
with that legal system. The executive force of [European] law cannot vary from one State to 
another in deference to subsequent domestic laws, without jeopardising the attainment of 
the objectives of the Treaty   …  It follows from all these observations that the law stemming 
from the Treaty, an independent source of law, could not, because of its special and origi-
nal nature, be overridden by domestic legal provisions, however framed, without being 
deprived of its character as [European] law and without the legal basis of the [Union] 
itself being called into question. 143   

 Here indeed co-exist two legal supremacy claims; and this can easily be identifi ed 
with constitutional federalism. 144  
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 145    This chapter includes a brief discussion of the relationship between Brexit and British devolu-
tion. The most complex question here is undoubtedly the status of Northern Ireland and its relation-
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 The chapters within this edited collection wish to bring both the political and 
the legal dimension of the federal idea to the internal and external structures 
of the United Kingdom. The book is thereby divided into two parts. Part I fur-
ther explores the historical evolution of quasi-federal arrangements within (and 
without) the United Kingdom; whereas Part II concentrates on the contempo-
rary  ‘ external ’  relationships that the United Kingdom entertains with the  ‘ outside ’  
world. 

 Many of the historical themes within Part I have been — lightly — touched 
in earlier sections of this  ‘ Introduction ’ .  Chapter 1 , written by Alvin Jackson, 
revisits the failures of British and Irish federalism from 1800 – 1950. A  ‘ colonial ’  
or   ‘ commonwealth ’  perspective is added by Peter Oliver in  Chapter 2  where he 
explores the intellectual climate in which the Canadian and Australian federa-
tions were created. In  Chapter 3 , Adam Tomkins contrasts the Scottish devolu-
tion arrangements with US American federal doctrines and the Commonwealth 
lessons as regards  ‘ the constitutional law of shared rule ’ , while Stephen Tierney 
explores the  ‘ drifting ’  towards a more  ‘ federal ’  British constitution caused by the 
latest  Scotland and Wales Acts in Chapter 4.  Chapter 5  fi nally brings an exter-
nal perspective to the British discussion by exploring two devolved unitary States: 
Italy (Barbara  Guastaferro) and Spain (Luc í a Payero). 

 What are the thematic choices behind Part II ?  The United Kingdom is (currently) 
a member of four major supranational and international organisations. Ranging 
from the most  ‘ regional ’  to the most  ‘ universal ’ , they are: the European Union, 
the Council of Europe, the World Trade Organization and the United Nations. 
Having joined the European Union in 1973, the uneasy relationship between Brit-
ish constitutional law and the European Union will be extensively explored by Jo 
Murkens in Chapter 6; a theme that is continued by Sionaidh Douglas-Scott, who 
also specifi cally analyses the constitutional situation following the British deci-
sion to withdraw from the European Union in Chapter 7. 145   Chapter 8 , written by 
Roger Masterman, turns to a second regional European organisation: the Council 
of Europe and its European Convention on Human Rights.  Chapters 9  and 10 
fi nally explore the World Trade Organization and the United Nations albeit from 
two different perspectives. In  Chapter 9 , Lorand Bartels concentrates on the con-
sequences Brexit will have for the status of the United Kingdom within the World 
Trade Organization; 146  whereas Nigel White explores the British relations to the 
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the central question to be answered here is whether the British withdrawal from the European Union 
affects its formal status or the substantive concessions that it received when still a Member State of the 
European Union; and this is the question that  Bartels ’ s chapter  explores.  

 147    The great promise of the unitary state is a  ‘ strong ’  legislature, which however only translates into 
a  ‘ strong ’  and  ‘ stable ’  government if the overall  ‘ constitutional ’  framework in which the polity works is 
seen as a given — a premise which no longer seems to be the case within the United Kingdom.  

 148    Anyone who has read the EVEL Standing Order Procedure, the Scotland Act 2016 and the Wales 
Act 2017 will realise that devolution is not for the legally faint-hearted.  

 149    For this argument in the context of (internal) devolution, see: Burrows, above n 46, 192: 
 ‘ a new constitutional language and new constitutional concepts are required to attempt to describe and 
develop the process of devolution ’ .  

 150         H   Laski   ,   A Grammar of Politics   (  Crows Nest  ,  Allan and Unwin ,  1938 )  .  

United Nations as an international organisation in which the United Kingdom has 
traditionally held a privileged position. 

 An overall Conclusion is offered by David Armitage. It returns to the broader 
historical contingencies by masterfully applying a  longue dur é e  perspective on fed-
eralism and sovereignty within and without the United Kingdom. There are three 
 ‘ legal ’  afterthoughts that I wish to add to his wonderfully synthetic lines. First, 
the British rejection of a  ‘ constitutionally ’  fi xed division of vertical (and horizon-
tal) powers has had, since the second half of the twentieth century, not a stabilis-
ing but a destabilising effect on governing contemporary Britain. 147  Second, to 
characterise the federal solution as legalistic and overly complex has lost all of its 
bite within the twenty-fi rst century British context. For the pragmatic and simple 
 ‘ unitary ’  solution that may have existed in the nineteenth century has given way 
to terrifyingly complex and detailed devolution arrangements that hardly any-
one can understand. 148  Third, and most importantly: all constitutional law must 
refl ect constitutional practice; yet a constitutional law whose classic vocabulary 
was coined in the era of the  ‘ sovereign ’  state must fail to properly refl ect a socio-
economic reality in which the United Kingdom simply is no longer  ‘ an empire 
entire unto itself  ’ . This Diceyan world has passed and to understand the new one, 
a new constitutional vocabulary needs to be found. 149  For constitutional law is not 
just about the  ‘ grammar ’  of politics, 150  it offers (or suppresses) the concepts and 
options in which we can think of the present and imagine the future.   
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